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Morning lectures between 8:30 AM and 12:00 AM

8:30 INTRODUCTION FOLLOWED BY DIDACTIC LECTURES COVERING:

A NEW ERA in the DIAGNOSIS and TREATMENT of BREAST CANCER.
THE ISSUE of UNI- and MULTIFOCALITY - CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS

THE BASIS FOR EFFICIENT INTERPRETATION OF THE MAMMOGRAPHIC IMAGE

- Correlative 3-dimensional, subgross anatomy and mammography of the normal breast
- The problem: The variable appearance of the normal mammogram.
- The solution: classification into structural subtypes, mammographic parenchymal patterns, based on 3D/subgross histologic-mammographic correlation.
- Result: Increased confidence in reading a mammogram and finding subtle perceptual

Breaks at 10:00

and

at 11:00 AM

MAMMOGRAPHIC PARENCHYMAL PATTERNS

- Practical implication, problems and solutions. Mammographic patterns and the risk of developing breast cancer. Understanding the mammograms of dense breasts.

ASYMMETRIC DENSITIES ON THE MAMMOGRAM

- Didactic workup of asymmetric densities
  - normal breast tissue/focal fibrosis
  - non-specific asymmetric densities, MR images of diabetic mastopathy, PASH
  - definite pathologic lesions
- A suggested algorithm for the workup of asymmetric densities on the mammogram

12:00 Lunch
1:30  THE DIDACTIC LECTURE SERIES WILL COVER THE FOLLOWING TOPICS:

HYPERPLASTIC BREAST CHANGES - THE MAIN CAUSE OF DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSTIC PROBLEMS

BENIGN CIRCULAR / OVAL SHAPED LESIONS

- Cysts, fibroadenoma, papilloma, pyllodes tumors, galactocele, abscess
- Histology correlation with mammograms, MRI and clinical findings of benign lesions

BENIGN TYPE CALCIFICATIONS IN HYPERPLASTIC BREAST CHANGES, CAUSING DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSTIC PROBLEMS

- Weddellites, slate-like particles, powdery/cotton ball-like calcifications

BENIGN RADIATING STRUCTURES on the mammogram
- Radial scar. Traumatic (postsurgical) scar / fat necrosis / granular cell tumor
- Indications and contraindications of using preoperative percutaneous biopsy techniques

MALIGNANT CIRCULAR / OVAL LESIONS: clinical presentation, histology, mammographic and MRI appearance, breast ultrasound and outcome

- Medullary cancer: one of the fastest growing breast cancers
- Mucinous and papillary cancers: unusual and special forms
- Metastasis to the breast

Breaks at 2:00 and at 3:00 PM

4:30  End of Day 1
Morning lectures between 8:30 AM and 12:00 PM

8:30 HOW TO FIND THE INVASIVE BREAST CANCER WHEN IT IS STILL SMALL. SCREENING COMBINED WITH AN ANALYTICAL APPROACH FOR THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF STELLATE/SPICULATED LESIONS

- A systematic method for viewing mammograms.
- Areas on the mammogram where most breast cancers will be found
- Viewing dense breasts
- Viewing relatively easy-to-read breasts

PRACTICE IN PERCEPTION OF SUBTLE, NON-CALCIFIED CANCERS

The role of hand-held ultrasound / 3D automated ultrasound / MRI in the detection and workup of the findings. The multimodality approach

- Malignant stellate lesions: clinical presentation, histology, mammographic/ MRI/ ultrasound appearance and outcome:
  - invasive ductal carcinoma, not otherwise specified (NOS): the most frequently occurring carcinoma. Multimodality case demonstrations
  - tubular carcinoma: the stellate tumor with the best outcome
  - sonographic and MRI correlation with the mammogram

Breaks at 10:00
and at 11:00 AM

12:00 Lunch
2nd DAY

Afternoon lectures between 1:30 PM and 4:30 PM

1:30  SCREENING COMBINED WITH AN ANALYTICAL APPROACH FOR THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF STELLATE/SPICULATED LESIONS - CONT.

- A systematic method for viewing mammograms.
- Areas on the mammogram where most breast cancers will be found
- Viewing dense breasts
- Viewing relatively easy-to-read breasts

PRACTICE IN PERCEPTION OF SUBTLE, NON-CALCIFIED CANCERS.

The role of hand-held ultrasound / 3D automated ultrasound / MRI in the detection and workup of the findings. The multimodality approach.

- Malignant stellate lesions: clinical presentation, histology, mammographic appearance and outcome:

Breaks at 2:00 and at 3:00 PM

- **invasive lobular carcinoma**: the most deceptive and frequently missed cancer of the breast. The value of ultrasound and MRI in finding and diagnosis invasive lobular cancer subtypes. Case demonstrations

Multimodality workup of a huge invasive lobular carcinoma

4:30 PM  End of Day 2
3rd DAY

Morning lectures between 8:30 AM and 12:00 PM

8:30 THE DIDACTIC LECTURE SERIES WILL COVER THE FOLLOWING TOPICS:

DESCRIPTION OF THE MAMMOGRAPHIC SIGNS OF IN SITU BREAST CANCER

- Categorization of all abnormalities commonly seen on the mammogram.
- Overview of the subtle mammographic signs of in situ carcinoma
- Every fourth DCIS case is detected by mammographic signs other than calcifications
- Special forms of in situ carcinoma
  - architectural distortion
    - dominant mass
  - cases detected by galactographic examination

SCHEME FOR THE ANALYSIS OF MAMMOGRAPHIC CALCIFICATIONS

- Understanding the process producing calcifications
- The morphologic analysis of calcifications representing an aggressive carcinoma that must not be missed or undertreated: poorly differentiated/high grade/Van Nuys Group 3 CIS
- Practical aspects of management.
- Interactive evaluation and differential diagnosis of benign versus malignant type calcifications by course participants
- The role of MRI examination in demonstrating the extent of Gr 3 CIS and helping in treatment planning. Case demonstration

SCHEME FOR THE ANALYSIS OF MAMMOGRAPHIC CALCIFICATIONS

- The morphologic analysis of calcifications representing a less aggressive carcinoma: intermediate grade/ moderately differentiated / Van Nuys Group 2 CIS

12:00 Lunch
3rd DAY  Afternoon lectures between 1:00 PM and 4:00 PM

1:00  THE DIDACTIC LECTURE SERIES WILL COVER THE FOLLOWING TOPICS:

MAMMOGRAPHIC / 3-D HISTOLOGIC/ MRI CORRELATION of CASES with CRUSHED STONE LIKE CALCIFICATIONS and THEIR IMPACT on TREATMENT PLANNING

• The morphologic analysis of calcifications representing a less aggressive carcinoma: well differentiated / Van Nuys Group 1 CIS

BENIGN TYPE CALCIFICATIONS - LOCALIZED OUTSIDE THE GLANDULAR TISSUE

• Interactive evaluation and differential diagnosis of benign versus malignant type calcifications by course participants
• Assigning probability of malignancy to the various calcification subtypes
• Indications and contraindications for preoperative needle biopsy of calcifications
• Short-term follow up of calcifications: pitfalls
• The obviously benign type calcifications.

Breaks at 2:00 and at 3:00 PM

LYMPHEDEMA OF THE BREAST - A DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSTIC CHALLENGE

• Didactic approach to the differential diagnosis of diseases leading to lymph stasis of the breast

• Regular follow-up of patients after breast cancer surgery. Postoperative and postirradiative changes with time

THE MALE BREAST. THE AUGMENTED BREAST. DISCUSSION

4:00  End of the course
Computer simulation images of the development of Grade 2 in situ carcinoma within the TDLU. The lobule becomes gradually distended and deformed. Calcifications are formed within the necrotic debris and are seen on the mammogram as crushed stone-like calcifications.
3-D histologic image of TDLUs

Sunset in Carmel, CA

Galactogram of a large lobe occupying both the medial and lateral half of the breast